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GAS MOLECULE�MOLECULE INTERACTION AND THEGAS�SURFACE SCATTERING INFLUENCE ON THE RAREFIEDGAS FLOW THROUGH A SLIT INTO A VACUUMO. Sazhin *Ural State University620083, Ekaterinburg, RussiaReeived Otober 8, 2008The gas moleule�moleule interation and the gas�surfae sattering in�uene on the gas �ow through a slitinto a vauum are investigated in a wide range of gas rarefation using the diret simulation Monte Carlomethod. To study the gas moleule�moleule interation in�uene, we use the variable hard sphere and variablesoft sphere models de�ned for an inverse-power-law potential and the generalized hard sphere model de�ned forthe 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential. The Maxwell, Cerignani�Lampis, and Epstein models were used to simulatethe gas�surfae sattering. This study demonstrates that the gas moleule�moleule interation signi�antlyinterferes with the gas �ow through a slit, while the in�uene of the gas�surfae sattering is negligibly small.The presented numerial results are in agreement with the orresponding experimental ones.PACS: 47.60.Dx, 47.61.Fg1. INTRODUCTIONThe study of gas �ow through apillaries has boththeoretial interest and pratial appliations. In par-tiular, the latter are related to the gas�dynami pro-ess simulation in miro- and nano-eletromehanialsystems (MEMS/NENS) [1℄. To perform a simula-tion of the gas�dynami proess in MEMS/NENS, thefollowing proess parameters should be taken into a-ount: the gas rarefation, the gas �ow veloity, thegas�surfae sattering, the gas moleule�moleule in-teration, the surfae roughness, and the geometry andratio of the surfae area to the volume of the devie.This study improves understanding of the gas�surfaesattering and the gas moleule�moleule interatione�et on the gas �ow through an in�nitesimally thinapillary with the retangular ross setion (or slit) intoa vauum.In our opinion, there is a shortage of studies avail-able in the open literature providing estimates of thegas�surfae sattering and the gas moleule�moleuleinteration in�uene on the gas �ow through a slit. Thegas�surfae sattering e�et on the gas �ow through aslit in the ase where the pressure di�erene is small*E-mail: oleg.sazhin�uralmail.om

(i.e., when the gas �ow is rather slow) was investi-gated theoretially in [2℄. The Maxwell speular�di�usesheme was used there to simulate the gas�surfae sat-tering, with the result that the gas�surfae satteringdoes not signi�antly a�et the mass �ow rate througha slit for any gas rarefation. As far as we know, thereis no researh in the open literature that desribes thease of a large pressure di�erene, suh as the gas �owinto a vauum, i.e., when the gas �ow is rather rapid.In fat, the Mah number an be signi�antly greaterthan unity when gas expands into a vauum [3℄.Experimental researh of the gas �ow through a slitrelated to the role of the gas�surfae sattering and gasmoleule�moleule interation in this proess has beendone a few deades ago [4℄. The experimenters stud-ied noble and some polyatomi gases �owing throughglass slits in a wide range of the slit size and gas rare-fation. A notieable di�erene was observed betweenthe values of the dimensionless �ow rate (normalized byits value in the free moleular �ow regime) for variousgases in the transition and free moleular �ow regime.Stritly speaking, slits used in experimental researhare short retangular hannels, and hene the di�erenean equally be attributed to the gas moleule�moleuleinteration or the gas�surfae sattering. In the ase of1003



O. Sazhin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009the free moleular regime (i.e., when gas moleules ol-lide with the surfae muh more often than with eahother), this di�erene is due only to the di�erent gas�surfae sattering, but in the transition regime, it maybe the result of both reasons.Relatively reently, we have performed a series ofexperiments [5; 6℄, whose results demonstrate that thee�et of gas�surfae sattering on the mass �ow ratethrough a tube (a apillary with a irular ross se-tion) in the free moleular regime is su�iently strong.The mass �ow rate through a tube into a vauum anvary signi�antly when the tube surfae varies fromontaminated to atomially lean onditions. For in-stane, the mass �ow rate of helium (He) through atube with an atomially lean silver (Ag) surfae is62% higher than through a tube with ontaminatedsurfae. It is also 39% higher for neon (Ne), 23% forargon (Ar), and 15% for krypton (Kr).This study ontinues the investigation in [7℄, wherewe desribed the statement of the problem in detailand substantiated the hosen method of study, the di-ret simulation Monte Carlo method [8℄ based on themajorant frequeny tehnique [9℄ with appliation ofthe weight-fator and subell proedures; we also es-timated the simulation parameters, in partiular, theharateristis of a nonhomogenous grid and the timestep length that guarantee the omputation error notexeeding 0.2%. The omputation data on the mass�ow rate through a two-dimensional slit into a vauumin a wide range of rarefation in the ase of the hardsphere (HS) model for the gas moleule�moleule inter-ation and the di�use law for the gas�surfae satteringmodel is onsidered the key result of the previous study.The mass �ow rate values presented in the previouswork are in good agreement with the results publishedby other authors.For this study, we have adapted the ode used pre-viously to investigate the e�et of the gas moleule�mo-leule interation and gas�surfae sattering on the rar-e�ed gas �ow through the two-dimensional slit into avauum. As before, the key interest is in the dimen-sionless mass �ow rate Q� = Q=Qfm, normalized bythe free moleular value, as a funtion of the rarefa-tion parameter Æ = hP=�v = p�=2Kn, where h is theheight of the slit and P , �, and v are the gas pressure,visosity, and the most probable moleular veloity inthe upstream ontainer far away from the slit. Therarefation parameter Æ is inversely proportional to theKnudsen number, de�ned for a slit as Kn = �=h, where� is the mean free path of gas moleules.

2. INFLUENCE OF THE GASMOLECULE�MOLECULE INTERACTIONThe proedure using an intermoleular potentialbased on the HS model is a simple gas moleule�mo-leule interation (or ollision) simulation proedure.The HS model is a speial (� =1) ase of the repulsiveinverse-power-law (IPL) potential U(r) � r�� , where ris the distane between moleules and � is the IPL ex-ponent. Aording to this model, the moleule ollisionproess is desribed by a onstant total ross setion �tand by isotropi sattering in the enter-of-mass frameof referene. The HS model is suitable to simulate theelasti ollision proess of gas moleules. The theorybased on the HS model postulates the relation � � pTbetween the visosity oe�ient and the temperature.A good �t to analyti alulations is the model ofMaxwell's moleules, whih is a speial ase of the IPLpotential with � = 5. Indeed, aording to this model,the probability of the ollision of two moleules is a on-stant value; this fat signi�antly simpli�es both theo-retial analysis and the diret simulation Monte Carloalgorithm.The simpliity and ease of the appliation are im-portant virtues of the HS and Maxwell-moleule mod-els. But these models are not appliable for simulatingollisions in the ase of real gases beause they are �toohard� and �too soft� for the gas moleule�moleule in-teration. A onsiderable disadvantage of these modelsis the absene of the ross-setion dependene on therelative veloity of the olliding partiles.To eliminate this disadvantage, the variable hardsphere (VHS) model was developed in [10℄. The VHSmodel is de�ned for the general IPL potential. A-ording to the VHS model, the diameter d of ollidingmoleules is inversely proportional to the relative ve-loity of gas moleules vr raised to the power ! � 1=2,i.e., �t � v�2!+1r , where !, being a parameter of themodel, is the visosity index derived from the temper-ature dependene of the visosity oe�ient. Both theIPL potential and the VHS model imply that the de-pendene of the visosity oe�ient � on the temper-ature is proportional to T!. The visosity index ! isrelated to the IPL exponent � as ! = 2=(� � 1) + 1=2and varies depending on the kind of the gas.The primary drawbak of the VHS model is thatthe theory based on it leads to formulas for the vis-osity ross setion �� and the di�usion ross setions�D that do not orrespond to the hosen IPL potential.Indeed, aording to the VHS model, the ratio ��=�Dis a onstant equal to 2/3, as in the HS model. But a-1004



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Gas moleule�moleule interation : : :ording to the IPL potential, this ratio should dependon �.For the VHS model, as well as for the HS model, theisotropi sattering law holds for moleular ollisions,but this law is not realisti in general. In [11; 12℄, thevariable soft sphere (VSS) model was suggested, whihan be used for any kind of the intermoleular poten-tial with de�nite visosity and di�usion ross setions.Aording to this model, the diameter d of ollidingpartiles depends on the relative veloity of moleulesas in the VHS model, but the angle of the hange ofthe relative veloity diretion after the moleule olli-sion (the de�etion angle �) is de�ned by the satteringlaw b = d os�(�=2), whih is more realisti than theisotropi law (here, b is the impat parameter). Thevalue of � should be hosen so as to make the val-ues of the visosity ross setion �� and the di�usionross setion �D agree with the hosen interation po-tential. In the ase of an IPL potential, the parametersinvolved in the VSS model an be determined expli-itly, and therefore the VSS model is typially used inpratial alulations only for IPL potentials.However, the IPL potential, whih desribes onlythe repulsion between moleules, beomes inorretin the low-temperature range, where attration domi-nates. It is known that under the ondition kT="� 1,the interation potential an be onsidered to be fullyrepulsive, and in the ase kT=" � 1, it is attrative;" denotes the well depth of the repulsive�attrative in-teration potential of olliding partiles and k is theBoltzmann onstant.To take attrative intermoleular fores into a-ount, the authors of [13℄ suggested the so-alled gener-alized hard sphere (GHS) model of the intermoleularpotential that ontains both repulsive and attrativeomponents. In the GHS model, the post-ollision di-retion of the gas moleule relative veloity is the sameas in the HS model, but the total ross setion �t is afuntion of the impat energy of the ollision.The GHS model was further developed in [14℄ inthe ase of heavy gas moleules interating through anattrative�repulsive potential when a strong attrationis assumed. Aording to the authors, if the intermole-ular potential is represented as a sum of a repulsive andan attrative potential, U = Uatt +Urep, then, spei�-ally for the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential with strongattration, Uatt=Urep � ("=E)1=6, where E is the im-pat ollision energy. For instane, for Xe, the ratio("=E)1=6 equals 1.15 at the temperature T = 77:4 Kand 0.75 at T = 1000 K. Therefore, attrative inter-moleular fores an make a signi�ant ontributionto the gas moleule�moleule interation of heavy gas
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ÆThe dimensionless mass �ow rate Q� through a two-dimensional slit into a vauum as a funtion of the rar-efation parameter Æ for the VSS model, for He (solid)and Xe (open) gases. The inset shows the dimension-less di�erene � in the Q� values for these gasesmoleules even in the ase of rather high temperatures.A generalized soft sphere (GSS) model was sug-gested in [15℄, where the total ross setion �t was as-sumed to be the same as in the GHS model, but thede�etion angle � was as in the VSS model. A sim-plifying assumption used in [15℄ � a �tting formula forthe ollision integrals in the ase of the Lennard-Jonespotential � allows expliitly determining the parametersinvolved in the GSS model.The variable sphere (VS) model developed in [16℄provides the visosity ross setion �� and the di�u-sion ross setions �D onsistent with those of any re-alisti intermoleular potential and obeys a simple sat-tering law that is even simpler than the isotropi law.However, even the author himself noted that the modelshould be tested with many rare�ed gas �ow problems.For this study, we used the VHS and VSS modelsde�ned for the IPL potential to analyze the in�ueneof the gas moleule�moleule interation on the mass�ow rate through a slit. The omputations were per-formed for He and Xe gases; the ! and � parametersfor those gases were taken from tables A1 and A3 in [8℄.The obtained results were ompared with similar om-putations in [7℄ for the HS model, whih does not re-quire knowing the kind of the gas. To study how thegas moleule attration a�ets the mass �ow rate, theGHS model for heavy gas moleules was used for Xemoleules at various gas temperatures. The GHS modelparameters are taken from [14℄ in the ase of strong at-tration. The gas�surfae sattering was modeled asbeing ompletely di�use in all ases.1005



O. Sazhin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009Table 1. The dimensionless mass �ow rate Q� through a two-dimensional slit into a vauum for the HS, VHS, VSS,and GHS models for di�erent gas rarefation parameters ÆÆ HS VHSHe/Xe VSSHe/Xe GHS for XeT = 77:4=300=1000 K0.1 1.025 1.022/1.020 1.024/1.021 1.107/1.085/1.0701 1.147 1.136/1.122 1.139/1.125 1.398/1.352/1.31510 1.473 1.456/1.435 1.460/1.437 1.559/1.554/1.551100 1.561 1.559/1.558 1.559/1.558 1.543/1.546/1.548First, to test the ode proedures that simulatemoleule ollisions, we performed simulation of a spa-tially homogeneous ollision relaxation. For eah pro-edure, we obtained the expeted relaxation to theMaxwellian distribution. After that, these proedureswere inorporated into the main ode that simulatesthe gas �ow through a slit into a vauum.The Figure shows the results of omputation ofthe dimensionless mass �ow rate Q� through the two-dimensional slit into a vauum as a funtion of the rar-efation parameter Æ when the VSS model is used, forHe and Xe gases. Aording to the �gure, the mass �owrate in the transition �ow regime is notieably higherfor helium than for xenon. Beause the gas�surfaesattering was modeled as being ompletely di�use forboth gases, the di�erene in the mass �ow rate anonly be explained by di�erent moleule�moleule inter-ations. Higher values of the dimensionless mass �owrate for light inert gases suh as He and Ne in ompar-ison with the mass �ow rate for heavier inert gases Ar,Kr, and Xe in the transition regime were also on�rmedexperimentally [4℄.The inset to the �gure shows the dimensionless dif-ferene in the values of the mass �ow rate for thosegases de�ned as� = (Q�He �Q�Xe)=Q�Xeas a funtion of the gas rarefation parameter Æ. A-ording to the inset, the maximum e�et of the gasmoleule�moleule interation on the mass �ow rateis observed when the Æ value is about 4; the e�etthen reahes 2%. It is interesting to note that thewell-known Knudsen minimum of the dimensionlessmass �ow rate through a long retangular hannel hasbeen observed both in theory [17℄ and in experiment[4℄ when the gas rarefation value Æ is lose to 1.It is also shown in the inset that the dimension-less mass �ow rates are the same in the free moleular(small Æ) and hydrodynami (large Æ) regimes. That is,

when one of these gas �ow regimes is reahed, the gasmoleule�moleule interation stops in�uening the gas�ow through a slit into a vauum. In the ase of thefree moleular regime, this result is obvious.Table 1 presents the results of omputations of thedimensionless mass �ow rate Q� through a two-dimen-sional slit into a vauum for the HS, VHS, VSS, andGHS models for various rarefation parameters Æ. Asthe table demonstrates, in the ase of models based onthe IPL potential (HS, VHS, and VSS), the results forthe HS model are maximal beause it represents themodel of the gas moleule�moleule interation that is�too hard�. Minimal results should be observed in thease of the �too soft� model of Maxwell moleules.By omparing the results for the VHS and VSSmodels (whih di�er by the sattering law in moleularollisions) for a given gas, for instane, VHS-He andVSS-He, we an onlude that variations in the satte-ring law do not entail any hanges in the mass �ow rateexeeding the omputation error. But omparing thesimulation results for He and Xe, for instane, VSS-Heand VSS-Xe, whih di�er in the total ross setion �t,onvines us that a variation in �t does lead to a mea-surable hange in the mass �ow rate.Table 1 ontains the values of the mass �ow rateQ� for the GHS model for Xe at the temperatures 77.4,300, and 1000 K. As the table shows, the presene of theattrative omponent in the model of the intermole-ular potential leads to a notieable inrease in the Q�value in the transition �ow regime even in the ase ofa rather high temperature 1000 K. As the tempera-ture dereases, the e�et of the attrative omponentinreases, and hene the Q� value also inreases, as isalso demonstrated by this table.An inrease in the mass �ow rate values in the tran-sition �ow regime aompanied by a dereasing tem-perature is in agreement with the reliable experimentin [18℄, where the dependene of the mass �ow ratethrough a rather long apillary systems in the temper-1006



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 2009 Gas moleule�moleule interation : : :ature range 77.4�293 K was studied. However, the ob-served systemati inrease in the mass �ow rate as thetemperature dereases was attributed by the authorsonly to a hange in the gas�surfae sattering.3. INFLUENCE OF THE GAS�SURFACESCATTERINGThe best known model of the gas�surfae satteringis the Maxwell model, the so-alled speular�di�usesheme. Aording to this sheme, the fration �M ofmoleules falling on the surfae re�ets di�usely, i.e.,omes into equilibrium with the surfae and is thenemitted in aordane with the osine law, and the re-maining fration 1� �M is re�eted speulary.Obviously, the speular�di�use sheme is based onthe relatively simple physial approah, and hene thismodel has a number of inauraies in desribing thegas sattering by a surfae. In partiular, a single pa-rameter �M haraterizes both the energy and momen-tum exhange of gas moleules with the surfae. How-ever, it is known that the proesses of the momentumand energy exhange di�er and that momentum is a-quired or lost muh faster than energy. This is one ofthe shortomings of the Maxwell model.More sophistiated physial models of gas�surfaesattering were developed in [19℄ and [20℄. In partiu-lar, in the ase of isotropi sattering tangential to thesurfae, the aommodation oe�ients of the kinetienergy orresponding to the normal moleular veloityand of the tangential momentum are two parametersin the Cerignani�Lampis (CL) model [20℄.In addition, the Epstein [19℄ and CL [20℄ modelsallow deriving the dependene of the gas�surfae sat-tering proess on the ratio between the veloity of gasmoleules inident on the surfae and the surfae tem-perature. This is the fundamental distintion from theMaxwell model. Indeed, beause �M is onstant, theoutome of the gas�surfae sattering (di�use or speu-lar) is independent of this ratio. This fat is importantin studying nonisothermal gas �ows. Reently, we wereable to show that omputations based on the CL andEpstein models provide a more satisfatory desrip-tion of the gas�surfae sattering for nonisothermal gas�ows than the ommonly used Maxwell model [21℄.Nonetheless, the Maxwell model is suessfully usedin many pratial alulations, for instane, in isother-mal gas �ow omputations. We used this model tointerpret our experiment on studying the dependeneof the isothermal gas �ow through a apillary on thehemial omposition of the apillary surfae [5℄. In

Table 2. The dimensionless mass �ow rate Q�through a two-dimensional slit into a vauum in thease of the di�use (�M = 1) and speular�di�use(�M = 0:71) sattering for di�erent gas rarefationparameters ÆÆ Di�use Speular�di�use0.1 1.025 1.0241 1.147 1.14310 1.473 1.469100 1.561 1.557partiular, in studying the �ow of He through a ap-illary with an atomially lean surfae of Ag, we ob-tained the smallest value of �M in the open literature,equal to 0.71. At the same time, on so-alled ontami-nated surfaes (surfaes that did not undergo a speialtreatment), the gas�surfae sattering is lose to thedi�use law. Hene, we an assume that in the aseof the gas �ow through a apillary, the parameter �Mranges from 1 (di�use sattering) to 0.71 (speular�di�use one). It then follows that in order to estimatethe in�uene of the gas�surfae sattering on the mass�ow rate through a apillary, it su�es to onsiderthese two extreme ases.The results of omputation of the mass �ow rateQ� through a two-dimensional slit into a vauum arepresented in Table 2 in the ases of the di�use andspeular�di�use sattering of He on an atomially leansurfae of Ag. The gas moleule�moleule interationswere simulated using the HS model in both ases.As Table 2 demonstrates, for any rarefation Æ, theresult of the mass �ow rate omputation obtained usingthe Maxwell speular�di�use sheme ompetes withinthe omputation error with the result of using the dif-fuse law. Similar results were obtained when using theCL and Epstein models with signi�antly nondi�usesattering parameters.The entral onlusion from the aforesaid is that thegas�surfae sattering does not notieably in�uene themass �ow rate through a slit into a vauum. This fatis related to the absene of the lengthy border of thegas�surfae sattering along the gas moving path in thease of a slit. Considerable in�uene of the gas�surfa-e sattering should be observable in apillaries with along enough border, i.e., in su�iently long apillaries.1007



O. Sazhin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 5, 20094. CONCLUSIONUsing the diret simulation Monte Carlo method,we have omputed the gas mass �ow rate Q� througha two-dimensional slit into a vauum in the range ofthe rarefation parameter Æ from 0.02 to 200 for thedi�erent models of the gas moleule�moleule inter-ation and gas�surfae sattering. The maximum gasmoleule�moleule interation e�et on the mass �owrate is observed in the transition �ow regime when theÆ value is about 4. It is revealed that variations inthe sattering law in moleular ollisions do not lead toonsiderable hanges in the mass �ow rate, but vari-ations in the total ross setion a�et the value ofQ� signi�antly. Inorporating attration into the gasmoleule�moleule interation model leads to a signif-iant inrease in the mass �ow rate in the transition�ow regime. The gas�surfae sattering does not no-tieably a�et the value of the mass �ow rate. Theobtained results agree with the orresponding experi-mental ones [4; 18℄.REFERENCES1. G. Karniadakis, A. Beskok, and N. Aluru, Miro-�ows and Nano�ows: Fundamentals and Simulation,Springer, New York (2005).2. F. Sharipov, Phys. Fluids 8, 262 (1996).3. S. Varoutis, D. Valougeorgis, O. Sazhin et al., J. Va.Si. Tehnol. A 26, 228 (2008).4. B. T. Porodnov, P. E. Suetin, and S. F. Borisov, Zh.Tekh. Fiz. 40, 2383 (1970).5. O. V. Sazhin, S. F. Borisov, and F. Sharipov, J. Va.Si. Tehnol. A 19, 2499 (2001); Erratum 20, 957(2002).
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